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Childhood memories led interior designer
Sarah Ward to this delightful farmhouse
FEATURE EMMA J PAGE | PHOTOGRAPHY JONATHAN BOND

HOME TRUTHS
T H E P R O P E R T Y Detached
farmhouse, built in 1830
L O C AT I O N Suffolk
R O O M S Sitting room, kitchen,
dining room, four bedrooms
(two en suite), bathroom,
separate two-bedroom cottage
P U R C H A S E D 2017
PREVIOUS PROPERTY
‘We moved here from a new build
in Surrey,’ says Sarah.

SITTING ROOM

A variety of textures, from a
linen-finished wallcovering
to velvet cushions, add depth
to this space. Artwork
gathered from the couple’s
travels introduces colour.
Élitis Kandy Her Majesty HPC
wallpaper, CV 104 05, £195.50
a roll, Abbott + Boyd
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SITTING ROOM

The French antique
bureau, picked up in
an antiques shop in
Dorking, is a favourite
piece that has travelled
from home to home.
Temple Square coffee
table in gold, price on
request, Julian
Chichester. Sybil table
lamp, £660, Porta Romana

DINING ROOM

Sarah commissioned
a wall of joinery, with a
contemporary feel, to
enliven this space.
Extra Fine Arrowroot
wallpaper in Elephant,
Phillip Jeffries. Joinery
designed by Ward & Co.
Interiors. Georg Jensen
candleholder, £71,42,
Connox, has this look

KITCHEN

Sarah’s treasured
collection of copper
pans adds a fitting
patina to this
country scheme.
Walls in Mizzle estate
emulsion, £49.50
for 2.5ltr, Farrow & Ball.
Find a similar set of five
copper pans, £125, John
Lewis & Partners

hough moving to a picturesque
part of the Suffolk coast meant
downsizing, it was a challenge that
Sarah Ward and her husband Carl
were keen to take on. The couple were looking
for the right home for the next chapter of their
lives and this rural escape held special memories.
‘I spent part of my childhood in the area, during
the 1960s,’ says Sarah. ‘So there is an appealing
familiarity to this coastal stretch.’
Even though the couple first viewed the
farmhouse during the winter, it didn’t take much
imagination for the interior designer to know
that a great deal could be made of its features,
from the charmingly uneven walls and the
original Georgian glass windows to a garage ripe
for conversion into an overspill cottage.
With a less open-plan layout and smaller
rooms than their previous home, it meant letting
go of a few treasured pieces, but the farmhouse
was still capacious enough to showcase favourite
items, from the linen press in the sitting room to
colourful art collected from around the globe.
The couple extended at the rear to create
a dining room large enough to accommodate
their blended family of seven grown-up children.
For this, they also adapted their existing dining
table, creating a new glass top for the base made
from petrified wood. Throughout, storage is key:
the dining room, for example, features floor-toceiling joinery with open shelving cleverly built
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BIGGEST CHALLENGE ‘We waited a long time to secure permission
for the dining room extension – it was crucial to extend
that space so we could accommodate all the family’
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MAIN BEDROOM

This large space is
decorated in a largely
neutral palette but has
many layers of texture.
Shoreline Grass
wallcovering in Wisteria,
price on request, Phillip
Jeffries. Reclining Women
artwork, Bianca Smith. Bed
upholstered in Cobbles,
Oxygen COB2/SA, £250m,

BEDROOM

Silver trunks, sourced
from Lots Road
Antiques, have been
inventively repurposed
as side tables.
Walls in Suede Lounge
4324 in Champagne
Wishes, Phillip Jeffries.
Cushions, Nikita Citrine,
£89; Paddy Velvet Citrine,
£79, William Yeoward

MAIN
EN SUITE

A polished slipper
bath set against a
large-scale marble
wall covering makes a
statement in this space.
Usk bath, £2,975,
Drummonds, has this
look. Artwork, price
on request,
Trowbridge Gallery

around a window. It houses everything from
tableware and family games to wine and cutlery.
‘Aside from extending the dining room,
most of the work was decorative,’ says Sarah.
‘The house had a lovely sense of peace and
serenity and we wanted to honour that.’ Interiors
schemes have taken their cue from that ethos:
the kitchen has a country feel with its inset
Aga and hanging copper pans, while a tactile
grasscloth wallcovering in the dining room
successfully bridges the gap between traditional
and contemporary. ‘I’m naturally drawn to
spring and autumn colours and those tones are
evident throughout the house,’ reflects Sarah.
Though the couple’s decorative approach
differs at times, with Carl favouring a ‘more-ismore’ look and Sarah preferring a pared-back
feel, the two have struck a happy balance.
Some of Sarah’s childhood was spent in
Hong Kong, so the farmhouse has also received
an Eastern tweak, from a Chinese cupboard to
contemporary lacquered artwork.
These days, her business, Ward & Co
Interiors, has become a family affair, since
Sarah’s daughter Rosie has stepped into the fore
as creative director. ‘We work well together, yet
we have different perspectives, which is great,’ she
says. And with the farmhouse and its adjoining
cottage able to host extended family gatherings,
there’s no doubt much to discuss around that
generous glass-topped dining table.
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INSPIR ATION ‘We were very much led by

the house – we let its layout and architecture
guide the way that we furnished it’
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